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Underwood: Early Mormon Perceptions of Contemporary America: 1830-1846

early mormon perceptions
of contemporary america 1830 1846
grant underwood
since scholarly study of mormon history parted company with
polemics several decades ago historians have become increasingly
interested in locating mormonism within the social intellectual and
caj over the years much has
religious geography of jacksonian america
Ameri
amerl
been learned about how antebellum americans perceived their
curious counterparts but far less has been documented about the
reverse it is still largely terra incognita 2 one proponent of social history
christopher lasch has criticized mormon historians for detaching their
best ways
of the
subject from its surroundings 3 it seems clear that one ofthebest
hebest
oft
to relink the saints with those surroundings would be to examine their
perceptions of the ideas institutions and events that constituted the
age of jackson extensive scrutiny of early mormon primary sources
ranging from periodicals and pamphlets to letters and diaries has
revealed that the saints commented on a wide variety of secular as well
as sectarian aspects of nineteenth century society 4 this paper however
samples five such strands of their cultural and intellectual history
the mormon response to contemporary medicine polite society reform
movements science and perfectionism
1

1I

MORMONS AND MEDICINE

As it entered the second quarter of the nineteenth century
american medicine was still the embattled site of conflicting theories
no suitable body of comprehensive theory had as yet been developed
and a great many ailments remained uncured the lack of regulatory
laws and the embarrassing variations in standards combined to
undermine public confidence it was in this context that a number of
exotic no
nostrums
strums were invented in the name of science in addition an
approach of more ancient vintage botanic medicine achieved a
dramatic resurgence sparked by an enterprising new jersey farmer

samuel thomson the notion that the art of healing had its origin
in the woods rather than in the university appealed to the common
grant underwood is director of the IDS
LDS
institute of religion serving cal poly pomona and claremont colleges
ils
mork it therefore reflects both the authors
note this paper was written for the 1980 MHA meeting in new york
perspectives as well as research available seven years ago
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man if the forest was still the best medical school then anyone who
purchased and perused thomson s manual could tap its secrets and
cure themselves 5
for some saints at least modern scripture seemed to sanction such
natural approaches within the proper framework to the saint who
might have missed or misinterpreted the book of mormon reference
to the excellent qualities of the many plants and roots which god
had prepared to remove the cause of diseases alma 4640 an 1831
revelation elaborated and whosoever among you are sick and have
not faith to be healed but believe shall be nourished with all
tenderness with herbs and mild food dac
d&c 4243 italics added
clearly though there was a prioritization of cures joseph smith
reminded nauvoo saints to trust in god when sick and not in an
arm of flesh and live by faith and not by medicine while the power

of the priesthood was paramount in the prophets mind he was not
fanatical the suffering saint who had called for the elders and was
still not healed was to use herbs and mild food 6
if the medical monopoly was generally shunned by the saints
thomsonian and eclectic herbal cures abounded frederick G williams
member of the first presidency styled himself a botanic physician
and regularly ran a full column ad in the kirtland weekly northern
Thom sons
thomsonsr
times it advertised the complete line of dr samuel thomsons
elixirs
vegetable medicine including an impressive array of vegetable elixirs
bitters antibilious pills peach cordial and nerve powder in addition
williams developed his own cure for the fever and ague so common
among frontiersmen in the alluvial plains and river bottoms of the upper
mississippi valley it was even endorsed by a satisfied customer I hereby
certify that 1I have taken dr williams vegetable ague drops after
1

found immediate
having been afflicted more than 7 months and
relief and an effectual cure realizing the liabilities that certainly could
have accompanied such homespun remedies one appreciates his closing
comment 1 I am happy to add that my system is not in the least
impaired from any effects produced by said medicine 7
the basis of botanic medicine suggested still another approach to the
problem of ill health dietary reform although the word of wisdom
has elsewhere received considerable coverage 8 less divine direction
occasionally found its way into print the following appeared in the
nauvoo based times and seasons under the caption important
1

dr bennett is of the opinion that most of the bilious

affections to
which our citizens are subjected during the hot season can be prevented
by the free use of the tomato we are of the same opinion and as health
is essential to our happiness and prosperity as a people we would earnestly
recommend its culture to our fellow citizens and its general use for
culinary purposes do not neglect it 9
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if it seems farfetched to the modern mind russel nye reminds
there were so many common nagging ills the doctors could not

that the ordinary man could hardly be blamed for trying
10 like other rural americans
something which promised relief
relief10
most
mormons
cormons were prevented by the lack of cash and confidence from
patronizing orthodox medicine during this period they did not
however swing the pendulum to the other extreme of faith healing
fanaticism rather the saints blend of priesthood blessings and basic
botanical cures seems to bespeak moderation and practicality
MORMONS AND POLITE SOCIETY

moderation and practicality are also discernible in mormon
perceptions of such facets of polite society as clothing and attire
Rigdons 1836
1856 analysis of contemporary
significant in this light is sidney rigdons
dress
they think that the
indeed among some that would be called wise
cut of their coat and the shape of their hat is of great importance and
has a considerable to do with their salvation hence we have to this day
the broad bribed
brimed hat and the long tailed coat and the vest with skirts
worn as a badge of righteousness but let the saints know assuredly that
their righteousness does not consist in putting on some old antiquated
dress but in enterprise in accomplishing the will of god

cormons clearly
but mormons
permitted and even encouraged modest fashion in the same article
rigdon asked the saints how they ever contemplated fulfilling their
prophetic destiny to become zion and the showplace of the earth if
they wore apparel untastefully arranged 12 fortunately the likes of
tailor peter whitmer sr were on hand for just such needs promising
alap
ail 13
ali
all
the latest fashions and neat fits for allp

this is not to say that extravagance

was indulged

sometimes however a fit could be a little too neat as for instance
in the case of the cursed corset of every thousand females who die
of consumption warned the times and seasons over three fourths
are sacrificed by the prevailing false ideas of beauty of form produced
by the continued practice of tight lacing 14
another inherent feature of mormonism becomes visible by
examining the saints pre utah perceptions of contemporary recreation
and amusements an 1833 revelation promised that the lord would
ogive unto the faithful line upon line and precept upon precept
1give
give
d&c 9812 and such is plainly manifest in the maturing mormon
dac
newspaper latter day
position towards recreation in 1835 the church newspaperlatter
and advocate renounced the frivolous practice of
saints messenger andadvocate
playing ball as something liable to bring reproach upon the glorious
cause of our redeemer 15 two years later no less distinguished a group
4
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of church leaders than the presidents of the seventies met together
in council and resolved that we discard the practice of ball playing
wrestling jumping and all such low and degrading amusements
have no fellowship with any member of our quorum who
and
indulges himself in the practice of such things 16 by 1844 however
john taylor editor of the times and seasons would be able to write
that wrestling running climbing dancing or anything that has a
tendency to circulate the blood is not injurious but must rather be
considered beneficial to the human system if pursued in moderation 17
what had happened it seems clear that by the nauvoo period
18 had
over pious inhibitions 18had
joseph smith himself never burdened by overpious
clarified that contrary to the religious upbringing of many converts
athletics dancing and appropriate dramatic and musical events were
not inherently evil As T edgar lyon explained this released the
saints from old mores and gave them a new sense of freedom it opened
new avenues for finding refreshing diversion in activities many had been
taught were the works of satan 19 an obvious caveat then for students
of early mormonism is caution in labeling as mormon what might
only have been a calvinistic carryover surfacing occasionally until
corrected by revelation or prophetic fiat
the fact that by the 1840s mormonism was opening formerly
forbidden paths did not however make them any easier for some to
R pratt s
walk in orson hydes delightful reminiscence of parley P
adventure in adjustment provides the classic example hyde recalled
how trammelled his fellow apostles mind was when dancing was
first introduced in nauvoo 1 I observed brother parley standing in the
figure and he was making no motion particularly only up and down
says 1I brother parley why dont you move forward says he when
1I think which way 1I am going 1I forget the step and when I1 think of
the step 1I forget which way to go 20
if dancing was no longer evil evil use could still be made of it
As a large river town nauvoo attracted a sizable gentile population
and not all diversions were either conducted or sanctioned by the saints
and seasons
A concerned father wrote a letter to the editor of the times andseasons
asking about the propriety of balls and dancing as it has lately
existed in our city the reply forthrightly distinguishes between evil
by nature and evil by association consistent with a mormon concern
for scriptural sanction john taylor cites various biblical precedents for
dancing and then concludes
we have no objections to it but when it leads
people into bad company and causes them to keep untimely hours it
has a tendency to enervate and weaken the system and leads to profligate
it is injurious to
and intemperate habits and so far as it does this
society and corrupting to the morals of youth 21
As an abstract principle
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besides he added solomon says that there is a time to dance but
that time is not at eleven or twelve 0 clock at night nor at one or
in the morning
two
the tension between appropriate and inappropriate amusements
ultimately required a policy statement from the quorum of the twelve
who had been leading the church since the prophet s death if the
moung
people were righteous wrote brigham young
bung it would do to dance
and to have music feasting and merry
merryment
ment but what fellowship has
berryment
christ with belial
all amusements in which saints and sinners
are mingled tend to corruption the conclusion therefore was
inescapable so far at least as the members of the church are concerned
we would advise that balls dances and other vain and useless
countenanced nor patronized 22
amusements be neither countenancer
occasionally even mormon events crossed the line of propriety
in the days before elaborate newspaper advertising points of interest
or special events might be heralded by a staged theatrical or musical
exhibition 23 in late 1844 the nauvoo library decided to put on a
theatrical exhibition in an attempt to renew interest in its presence
the trustees employed several local youth as actors for the evening one
of them recorded the aftereffects the next day brother brigham blew
up everything that had evil consequences attending it and frequent
exhibitions among the rest 24
another contemporary conveyor of evil consequences was the
novel As pointedly as any puritan primer the messenger andadvocate
und advocate
and
warned that novel reading led to lightness and lechery 25 even in
the later nauvoo years one had to look hard to find what few novels
there were in the holdings of the library 26 the problem was that
mormons
cormons
Mor mons like other americans liked their literature to be didactic
an 1832 revelation had admonished them to seek words of wisdom
out of the best books dac
d&c 88118 and novels never seemed to
ajohn taylor editorial they were as destitute
qualify in the words of a john
satans promises
of truth true science and practical knowledge as gatans
read the fancied brains of
were to eve why continued taylor
disappointed men and women and then go the theatre and ten to
one but you will be just like them 27
in denouncing social and artistic evils of the day the saints were
little different from other religious groups 28 what was unique however
was that they recognized redeeming value in some amusements and
modified them to suit themselves appropriating for their own use purged
versions of what in other settings had been the objects of their scorn
MORMONS AND REFORMISM

historians have long considered the reform impulse of the early
1800s as one of the major characteristics of antebellum america these
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attempts to shape and transform the national character took many forms
and touched nearly every facet of life as they swept across most of the
country in the decades preceding the civil war gerald grob and
george A billias summarized the prevailing sentiment no problem
was so difficult that it could not be solved and no evil was so extreme
as to be ineradicable 29
mormons
Mor mons however uniformly opposed the reform societies
the cormons
of the day in their eyes reformism whatever its laudable objectives
was destined to fail because it ignored scriptural eschatology though
they were ten times as vigilant and their re formations ten to one
explained the evening and the morning star still
stilt when the savior
comes the people will be as they were in the days of noah 30 the
intimate relationship between millennialism revivalism and reformism
is a commonplace charles G finney perhaps the most famous
contemporary crusader for christ confidently predicted if the church
will do her duty and by that he meant to reform and regenerate
mankind
man kindl
kindi the millennium may come in this country in three years 31
mormons shared finney s faith in the imminence of christs
while early cormons
coming they did not endorse his postmillennialism since they believed
that the bible nowhere spoke of the wholesale reformation of man before
the second advent the ignorance of the religious teachers of the
day wrote sidney rigdon
never appeared more glaring in any
thing than in an attempt to create a millennium by converting this
32 to the cormons
mormons
Mor mons reformism was a tragic waste like a
generation 321b
climber who spends time and energy to scale the mountain only to
discover he has climbed the wrong one
answer
wer the organizations
but even if reform had been the right ans
of the benevolent empire were not the right agents the evening and
the morning star reminded its readers of

the perfect folly of all the pretended

reformations of ancient and modem

times when there were not inspired men at the head of them both
apostles and prophets for without such the god of heaven never at any
time produced a reformation nor did he ever bring back an apostate race
at any time by any other means than by raising up and inspiring men
from on high 33

to think otherwise was ludicrous with obvious satire the messenger
und
andadvocate
and advocate remarked god has done his work and we dont need

any more prophets we have bible societies missionary societies
abolition of slavery societies and temperance societies to convert the
34
world and bring in the millennium 134

thomas G alexander recently argued that one method which
promises a great deal in furthering our understanding ofofjoseph
joseph smith
and mormonism is what robert berkhofer has called behavioralism
ism
behavioral
this is the technique of analyzing a particular set of experiences by
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looking at them through the eyes of the actors 35 through the use
of such a technique in this study it seems clear that to place mormonism
within the realm of contemporary reform movements as david B davis
has recently done violates both the reasoning and rhetoric of the saints
and thus presents a major misreading of mormonism 36
MORMONS AND SCIENCE

in the days before darwin forced geologists to joust with genesis
benjamin silliman yale professor of chemistry mineralogy and natural
history would customarily commence his classes by paying homage
to religion it is he would say at the head of all science it is the
only revealed one and it is necessary to give a proper use and direction
to all the others 37 such sentiments were widespread in antebellum
america As george daniels has observed it was generally held by
scientists and laymen alike that one of the scientists main duties was
to demonstrate the entire harmony between nature and revelation 38
mormon efforts to bring about such a marriage began early and
have continued undaunted even by darwin down to the present day 39
an early example was parley PR pratts times and seasons article
philosophy of the resurrection consistent with contemporary usage
pratt employs the word philosophy as essentially synonymous with
science and characterizes the debate over a physical resurrection as the
science
conflict between philosophical objections and sectarian superstition
he refuses to take refuge in the easiest answer that gods ways are
beyond human understanding and quickly dismisses religionists
efforts to throw a veil of
ofsacredness
sacredness over the whole subject as if it
were a mystery to be believed without the possibility of understanding
it he then settles into a rigorous attempt at reconciling natural laws
with a bodily resurrection his conclusion would have earned him honors
had he been in one of Sil limans science classes every truth in
theology pratt declared and every truth in philosophy mutually
strengthen illustrate and confirm each other 40
in a cosmology such as that miracles as commonly conceived had
no place hast thou seen no miracle queried pratt yes it was
but it was all upon the most natural easy simple
all miraculous
and plain principles of nature in its varied order 41 an 1832 revelation
had already given resonance to such newtonian notions when it
explained that there is no space in which there is no kingdom
and
unto every kingdom is given a law and unto every law there are certain
bounds also and conditions dac
d&c 8837 38
when a brilliant comet blazed across the american skies in march
rites saw it as a sign of the end of the world on the
millerites
of 1843 Mille
other hand certain bostonians raised 25000
23000 to buy a telescope
25000
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for harvard irving bartlett in his study of the american mind at
midcentury
mid century cites the latter as an example of a growing secular
mindedness a growing tendency among educated people at least to
look for natural causes behind even the most extraordinary events 42
mormons
Mormons however combined both mentalities and the union
the cormons
is nowhere more obvious than in two back to back articles in the
and seasons orson pratt early mormon apostle and scientist
times andseasons
published a very sophisticated article dealing with the astronomical
phenomena halos and parhelia what others would have seen as strange
and wonderful heaven sent signs doubtless owe their origin concluded pratt to the refraction of the suns rays through the minute
though differently shaped prismatic crystals of ice and snow which float
in the atmosphere 43
43editorjohn
editor john taylors signs of the times article
followed as an intelligent and faithful defense of both christ and the
crystals many of these signs he admitted can be explained on
philosophical principle and no doubt but all of them could if we were
only sufficiently acquainted with the philosophy of the heavens but
this does not alter the principle that is taught by ouvsavior
our savior as being
a criterion whereby the saints are to judge of the signs of the times 44
that there was a science or philosophy to the heavens had earlier
been made clear in principle the idea could have emanated from the
enlightenment but mormonism left its mark upon it by providing
a unique twist rooted in the restoration and speaking hope to the
common man whether considering the creation of a world the
bloss oming of a flower
blossoming
or the resurrection of the body all these
R pratt
declared parley P
were too sublime for an arch angel to comprehend by his own capacity and yet even the simplest mental capacity
aided by the spirit of god could understand them all 45 in the
mormon mind then the holy ghost was every mans key to the
wonders of the universe as well as theology but every man had to acquire
it in the same divinely designated way by becoming a fellow citizen
with the saints in an era in which monopolies roused jacksonian
rhetoric to grandiloquent heights the notion that god dispensed the
holy ghost solely through mormon elders promised little popularity
nonetheless determined disciples would not dilute what they considered
foreshadowing similar sentiments
a cornerstone of restored religion Fore
shadowing
expressed by joseph smith to martin van buren the messenger and
which makes
advocate announced it is the gift of the holy ghost
the difference and it is this alone and the society which has this power
are the people of god and those who have not are not 46

perfectionism
just how deeply the role and value of the spirit was embedded
into the very warp and woof of mormonism becomes evident in
MORMONS AND
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turning to their perceptions of perfectionism in the estimation of
sydney ahlstrom the doctrine of christian perfection was john wesley s
most original contribution to protestant theology and one of the
methodist denomination s most distinctive features 47 spilling over
into secular as well as sectarian concerns perfectionism had currency
far beyond the camp meeting such was its pervasiveness subtle and
explicit that some church historians have called the early nineteenth
century the methodist age 48
cormons consistently condemned the doctrine
significantly the mormons
what is even more revealing was their rationale for doing so it
was not the possibility of perfection or even the fact that some
claimed to have achieved it in mortal flesh that bothered the saints
rather it was the protestant procedure the mormon periodical
gospel reflector decried the hypocrisy of professing perfection
and yet at the same time denying the very vehicle for achieving it
the gifts and graces of the gospel 49 if the gifts of the spirit had
long since ceased to exist among men then so had the possibility of
perfection
perfection in the mormon mind was more than the absence of sin
it was the acquisition of power perfection wrote sidney rigdon
I
consists in putting men in possession of the powers of the deity 50
for the saints god s spiritual gifts to man were not only vital
proofs of the churche
churchs divinity but the very essence of their ability
to become perfected the process was as ancient as it was irrevocable
it will be seen explained rigdon that as soon as the gospel was
received the power which was according to their heirship began to be
exercised by them and kept increasing and increasing until they had
power over water and over fire and could command the very elements
and they would obey them ultimately these endowments of the
par takers of all power in heaven
spirit culminated in making them partakers
in a word
and on earth and therefore joint heirs with christ
perfect 51
whether discussing the pathway to perfection or the errors of
iams
certain antebellum isms
the early saints consistently pointed
to the holy ghost as their sine qua non if there is value in a
behavior alist approach to mormonism it is in bringing to light what
behavioralist
was so obvious to the participants and yet so apparently elusive to later
observers whenjoseph
when joseph smith was asked how his church differed from
others he did not mention communitarian experiments latent
theocracy or religious authoritarianism nor did he focus on new
scripture or his own prophetic role though he could appropriately have
discussed any one of them instead he singled out the holy ghost
the hub from which all other facets of mormonism as so many spokes
drew strength and meaning
1
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SUMMARY AND

conclusions

by way of summary at least three elements of early mormonism
cormons were
have been discernible in the present study first the mormons
concerned with moderation and flexibility whether in their approach
to sickness or society where dogmatists died or fanatics faded the
mormon middle course made the church one of the most viable and
vital churches to emerge out the of the early nineteenth century second
mormons should not be placed within the reformist tradition since it was
cormons
antithetical to their basic theology and third the saints view of
the quintessential role of the holy ghost informed their perceptions
of and reactions to various secular philosophies and features of
contemporary america
undergirding it all however was a bedrock belief in the scriptures
this not only served as the basis for their doctrine but also as their
standard of judgment for all things secular or sectarian if paul said
that in the last days perilous times would come if the savior said that
ling would be as wicked as
conling
the world immediately preceding his coming
con
it was in the days of noah then it was the duty of every mormon elder
and editor to disclose the overwhelming evidence that such an age was
upon them thus their refutation of reform societies and perfectionism
both optimistic by nature sprang not from the brooding pessimism
of dissatisfied souls displaced in society but rather from a perceived
incompatibility with the scriptures revelation ancient or modern was
mormons
Mor
mons even if the burden
the ultimate touchstone of truth for the cormons
of contemporary evidence pointed to the contrary faithful saints
dismissed it as merely one more example of the discrepancy in judgment
between inspired and uninspired men for them prophecy was
irrevocable history in reverse
there are those however who hold to what might be called the
alienation thesis as an explanation of mormonism and its origins
the people who joined mormonism declared klaus hansen were
by and large
those who had suffered more than most americans
from the dislocations of an america in ferment 52
52the
the problem with
this imaginative thesis is that in some ways it is little more than
imaginary how can it be advanced that the saints had been displaced
if as a recent demographic study suggests the majority were never in
place
where is the evidence that in the age of individualism men
place5353 53where
blamed their misfortunes on society rather than on themselves even
more importantly though is that a careful scrutiny of primary sources
nowhere suggests that the saints saw themselves as victimized outcasts
soured on a society that had cut them out of their fair share on the
contrary they wanted nothing to do with babylon gather ye out
d&c 1337 was the watchcry
dac
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cormons do not reflect the characteristic
if then in certain ways the mormons
jacksonian ethos should a fit be forced does it not seem more
cormons were motivated more by the
reasonable to argue that the mormons
holy book than the pocketbook for every gentleman who read a
learned pamphlet reports gordon wood there were dozens of
ordinary people who read the bible and looked to their ministers for
an understanding of what was happening in america 54 in an era when
the religious press was growing more rapidly than the secular press 55
can the influence of the religious idea be ignored the conclusion seems
cormons were a profoundly religious people
inescapable above all else mormons
for whom gods revealed word was preeminent as the shaper and
fashioner of thought and deed meaning and destiny
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